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Maintaining an overview of publications in the neuroscientific field is challenging, especially
with an eye to finding relations at scale (between, e.g., brain regions and diseases) – both
those well-studied and nascent. To support neuroscientists in this challenge, we used a design-
based research approach to investigate whether Augmented Reality could serve as a platform to
make automated methods more accessible and integrated into current work practices. Building
on insights from Text and Immersive Analytics, as well as two prior user studies, we identified
information and design requirements (e.g., “highlight, not hide” and “augment, not replace”),
which we embodied in a system design and implementation focussed on the analysis of co-
occurrences in text collections. We evaluated our system using a scenario-based video survey
with a diverse sample of neuroscientists and other domain experts, focusing on the quality of
our design choices and participants’ willingness to adopt such an AR system in their regular
literature review practices. The AR-tailored epistemic and representation design of our system
were generally perceived as suitable for performing complex analytics. We therefore see op-
portunities in pushing our generalisable interaction paradigm further in augmenting intellectual
activities. We also discuss several fundamental issues with our chosen 3D visualisations, mak-
ing steps towards addressing the question whether AR a suitable medium for relation-finding
in document collections.

Scientific progress relies on the efficient assimilation of
existing knowledge in order to choose the most promising

way forward and to minimize re-invention.
– Tshitoyan et al. (2019)

The more papers are published, the harder it becomes for
neuroscientists to maintain an overview. While literature re-
views serve to defragment contributions, manual review is
costly and – even when performed rigorously – researchers
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run the risk of missing important perspectives not identified
at some part of the review process (Görg et al., 2010). Auer et
al. argue that this bottleneck is inherent to document-centric
publishing, and advocate for a move towards "expressing and
representing information as structured, interlinked and se-
mantically rich knowledge graphs" (2018, p. 1).

Talking with neuroscientists at the Institute of Automa-
tion of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, we found that
one of the main shortcomings of manual literature explo-
ration lies in performing complex relation-finding (Cunqing
Huangfu, personal communication, June 12, 20191; July 3,
2019). Without automated tools, it would be hopeless to
find out which brain region is most often referenced when
discussing, e.g., depression – indicating wide consensus on
this relationship. Likewise, it would not be possible to find
out which brain regions are mentioned only seldom – which
could offer fruitful grounds for further investigation.

On both the computational and visualisation side (cf.
Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019; Federico et al., 2017), computer
scientists have addressed the need for a distant reading ap-
proach to academic literature. We are not aware that any

1With Ghazaleh Tanhaei
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such system has yielded significant user adoption, however.
More work is required to make tools directly accessible to
neuroscientists (without the need for a supporting data ana-
lyst), and to integrate these in existing research workflows.

At the start of our design process, we resolved to in-
vestigate whether Augmented Reality (AR) could provide
a suitable platform to complement current literature explo-
ration practices – in particular by making automated meth-
ods more accessible. Recent work in Immersive Analyt-
ics (IA; Marriott, Schreiber, et al., 2018) highlight the in-
tuitiveness of natural user interfaces, as well as the immer-
sive properties of IA visualisations and the opportunity to
render three-dimensional data binocularly (e.g., brain visual-
isations). Moreover, conducting literature explorations over
longer periods of time could benefit from persistently placed
virtual objects in physical space (c.f. Method of Loci).

Our study uniquely contributes to the design space where
Text and Immersive Analytics overlap. We present the design
process and evaluation of a novel analytics system: DatAR
(DATa exploration in Augmented Reality). Our system seeks
to harness the visuospatial representations that Augmented
Reality enable to provide access to neuroscientific knowl-
edge graphs generated by automated methods. The end goal
is to support neuroscientists in performing complex relation-
finding tasks through human-in-the-loop analytics. We eval-
uated our system using a scenario-based video survey, fo-
cusing on the quality of our design choices and participants’
willingness to adopt the system in their regular practice.

Related Work

DatAR exists at the crossroads of two research agendas.
We focus on the challenge of Text Analytics and apply so-
lutions offered by Immersive Analytics. In this section we
cover prior work in these areas.

Text Analytics

There is already fertile ground in computer-supported
relation-finding in large document collections, especially
where it regards scholarly literature. We will highlight two
academic streams in this subsection: literature-based discov-
ery (with a focus on algorithms) and text visualisation (with
a focus on visuospatial representations).

Literature-Based Discovery

Unsupervised learning methods can be used to extract
semantic relationships from published literature at scale.
Literature-based discovery is a research strategy that uses
various statistical and machine-learning techniques "to ex-
ploit already known scientific knowledge to generate hith-
erto unknown but meaningful connections" (Gopalakrishnan
et al., 2019, p. 2). Using this information, scholars can make

better decisions as to which hypotheses to pursue next. Lan-
der (2010) stresses that the scientific relevance of such find-
ings is not in simply stating new links, but rather in under-
standing why these links exists. In other words, it requires
developing scientific models through careful human-in-the-
loop analytics. This requires both domain knowledge as well
as know-how in using the appropriate computational tools.

Gopalakrishnan et al. (2019) distinguished several cate-
gories of literature-based discovery in their survey in the
biomedical domain. The field started off by using co-
occurrence approaches (c.f., Swanson, 1986). The starting
point here is an insight from linguistics, the distributional
hypothesis: if two concepts are repeatedly mentioned in the
same analysis unit (e.g., in a paper, abstract, or sentence),
they are semantically associated. Semantic relation-based
approaches additionally attempt to capture the meaning be-
hind the association of concepts. For example, a particular
drug could have a negative or positive effect. Graph-based
approaches use graph theory to address scalability of analy-
ses to allow more sophisticated queries on the data. This is
especially relevant when trying to identify associations that
are still in early stages of discovery. In this latter category, we
find the work by Gramatica et al. (2014), whose approach is
comparable to the one taken by the providers of our primary
data set (the Brain Association Graph; see the DatAR Sys-
tem Design section). Gramatica et al. (2014) used knowledge
graph analysis to find high-potential drug–disease combina-
tions that were not yet studied in-depth. They constructed
their knowledge graph by mining concept co-occurrences in
PubMed paper abstracts. These concepts were derived from
a predetermined dictionary. Subsequently, they used graph
algorithms (e.g., random walk distance) to find the shortest
paths between drugs and diseases. Based on their results,
they determined several new uses for existing drugs.

Text Visualisation

Attempts have been made at representing documents by
using, e.g., graphs, point clouds (in 2D and 3D), contour
maps, and geometrical grids (Li et al., 2019). Federico et
al. (2017) offer a useful taxonomy of text visualisation ap-
proaches based on the data researchers use: Text, Citations,
Authors, and Metadata. The DatAR system currently re-
stricts itself to Text: research paper abstracts.

DatAR uses a topic model visualisation to spatially organ-
ise neuroscientific document collections in 3D space. In a
regular topic model, an algorithm such as LDA is used to
generate n topics based on recurrent word use in a set of
given documents. Each document–topic pair is assigned a
probability (such that for each document the accumulative
probability is 1). This yields an n-dimensional space, which
can be visualised by collapsing it to 2–3 dimensions (using
a dimension reduction algorithm, e.g., t-SNE). The distance
between documents represents their semantic similarity: the
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Figure 1
The Galex interface developed by Li et al. (2019). Using text-
mining and thoughtful interactive affordances, the authors
made the evolution of scientific areas in computation visible.
c© 2019 IEEE

closer they are, the more similar (based on the topics as-
signed). This approach offers an effective means of analysing
large data sets through visuospatial distant reading. A good
example of this is offered by Li et al. (2019), who show-
case a multifaceted user interface that allows users to explore
subtopics and papers in the computer sciences (see Figure 1).
Their interface uses data generated through a combination of
thesauri (containing predetermined concepts) and topic mod-
elling with dimension reduction (using doc2vec, LDA, and t-
SNE algorithms). The final visualisation offers an effective
overview of a large document collection, additionally allow-
ing interactive identification and further inspection of docu-
ment clusters.

Immersive Analytics

DatAR differentiates itself from previous work in Text
Analytics by focusing on the analytics experience in Aug-
mented Reality. While Visual Analytics has become a main-
stay in human-in-the-loop data analysis, Immersive Analyt-
ics (IA) attempts to move analytics tools from the 2D screen
into our environment (both in Virtual and Augmented Re-
ality; for a survey of the field, see Fonnet and Prié, 2019).
The aim is to design "engaging, embodied analysis tools to
support data understanding and decision making [and] liber-
ate these activities from the office desktop" (Marriott, Chen,
et al., 2018, p.14–15).

Immersive Analytics research has its roots in the use of
large curved wall displays (CAVEs). However, findings by
Cordeil, Dwyer, et al. (2017) suggest that modern head-
mounted displays (HMDs) have caught up by being both
more cost-effective and allowing faster analysis without sac-
rificing accuracy. Moreover, HMDs output binocular im-
agery, aiding depth perception. Given that affordance, a key
consideration is whether to map data to 2D or 3D space. Any
use of the third dimension has long received strong scepti-
cism within the information visualisation community due to

the added visual complexity (Marriott, Chen, et al., 2018),
but there is now a renewed interest in critically re-assessing
binocular 3D visualisations. As every reduction of an n-
dimensional space (such as the output of a topic model) trans-
lates to data loss (Gracia et al., 2016), our project intends to
re-evaluate the merits of 3D information visualisation.

Finally, there are also several academic toolkits available
in the area of IA, such as DXR (Sicat et al., 2019) and
IATK (Cordeil, Dwyer, et al., 2017), based on such works as
ImAxes (Cordeil, Cunningham, et al., 2017). However, these
frameworks were developed with quantitative data in mind.
While the database that DatAR uses does contain some nu-
merical data, its most important features are its relationship
topology and the text it contains. Graphs and text require
different visualisation strategies, which is why we have opted
to develop our system from the ground up with this in mind,
rather than adopt and work around a framework.

Methods

Hevner et al. (2004) argue that progress in Informa-
tion Systems requires two "complementary but distinct
paradigms" (p. 3): behavioural science – which attempts to
explain or predict phenomena and aims to generate under-
standing – and design science – which attempts to change
phenomena and aims to generate utility. As our main re-
search aim was to deliver an immersive analytics environ-
ment that would offer a glimpse of a speculative future of
processing academic literature, we opted for a design re-
search strategy2. Using the language of Gregor and Hevner
(2013), our angle of approach was exaptation: to take a
known – albeit experimental – solution (Immersive Analyt-
ics) and apply it to a new problem (Text Analytics). We
should emphasise that we report on one of the first design
cycles of the project and that this study’s main purpose is to
set a course for further theory development in the next design
iterations.

Given the large influence it has had on our work, it would
be prudent to explicate our epistemological assumptions. We
have taken a constructivist approach, taking notes from Pa-
pert’s (1980) constructionism – in particular agreeing that we
need environments where knowledge can be played with, and
where externalised cognitive representations play a key role
in reaching understanding. This view is closely related to that
of distributed cognition, popularised in Information Visuali-
sation (Liu et al., 2019; also see Rogers, 2012). Distributed
cognition views cognition as "embodied, enculturated, situ-
ated in local interactions, and distributed or stretched across
humans and artifacts" (Liu et al., 2019, p. 1174). That means
that the object of study is not the user (who has internal repre-
sentations) or the artifact (which contains external represen-

2A more thorough survey of design research approaches can be
found in Appendix J
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tation) in isolation – it is the cognitively coupled system that
they represent together, and how coordination between parts
of this system allows for successful sense- and decision-
making. Taking the coupled cognitive system as our unit
of analysis precludes a divide-and-conquer research strategy,
i.e., selectively picking one dimension or aspect without con-
sidering their context (Liu et al., 2019).

Due to the novelty of our approach, we decided a tight
design–evaluate loop was necessary in the early stages of the
project. Without precedent in many aspects of our design
space, we had to base features on the best available infor-
mation and evaluate their soundness empirically. For this
purpose, we organised two pilot user studies. The first pi-
lot study was organised as a workshop and held with six ex-
perts in data representation and visualisation, with the goal
of gathering implementation-oriented feedback. We used the
framework by Kerzner et al. (2019) to guide the organisation
of this session and to elicit feedback from our participants.
After the workshop segment, participants had the opportu-
nity to try the current prototype of the system and offer feed-
back. This is also the period that our research group pre-
sented a DatAR research proposal at AIVR 2019 (Tanhaei
et al., 2019).

The second pilot study was scenario-based and held with
eight bachelor-level neuroscientists, with the goal of gather-
ing domain-oriented feedback. In a lab setting, participants
performed a researcher-guided data exploration scenario. Af-
terwards, we conducted semi-structured interviews in which
current review practices were discussed, and in which the
system was evaluated on meaningfulness, visualisation and
representation quality, and navigation and interaction quality.
We distilled and integrated the critiques from both pilots in
the third design cycle, which we present here. We concluded
the present cycle with a video survey among academic peers.
We will return to this in detail in the Evaluation Study sec-
tion.

Finally, we should comment on how we understand and
safeguard the scientific rigour of our work. We follow the
interpretivist framework by Meyer and Dykes (2019), who
formulated criteria a work can be judged by after the design
process has completed. The authors expect a good design
study to be: (1) informed by already existing knowledge,
(2) reflexive of the researchers’ own role in the study, (3)
abundant in having considered and tried many possibilities,
and using rich descriptions to convey information, (4) plau-
sible in making knowledge claims that are evidence-based,
context-aware and persuasive, (5) resonant by being trans-
ferable and evocative, and (6) transparent in being particular
enough about reporting. We adopt these values as criteria to
meet, and will return to these in the Discussion section.

DatAR System Design

In the Data section we discuss what Sedig et al. (2012)
dubbed the information and computing spaces of the design
product: where raw sources of information live, and where
this information is encoded, stored, mined and transformed.
Given that input, the task of relation-finding, and results from
our pilot studies, we move on to the Design Requirements:
the needs and principles we aimed to embody in DatAR. In
the final two sections we discuss Design and Implementation
of these requirements, in terms of information representation
and user interaction.

Data

The main data set we use is the Brain Association Graph
(BAG), developed as part of the Linked Brain Data plat-
form3. This is a triple store4 that contains co-occurrences
of known concepts5. The database was created by min-
ing PubMed abstracts for co-occurring concepts of differ-
ent types within sentences (for example, hippocampus – a
brain region – and Alzheimer’s – a disease)6. The BAG cur-
rently contains well over a 100,000 sentences containing co-
occurrences of a region and a disease7. Statistics were calcu-
lated on each concept pair (e.g., hippocampus–Alzheimer’s)
to determine the total count of co-occurrences, and the two-
way probabilities of concepts being in the same sentence.
The Pubmed ID of the paper of each sentence is kept intact
during this process, allowing for fetching additional meta-
data (such as date of publication, authors and venue).

The BAG web portal displays the stored triple data in ta-
ble form by category pair (e.g., region–disease). This visual-
isation is suboptimal, however, given the underlying graph-
based nature of the dataset and a lack of filtering, sorting,
and aggregating functionalities. There is also an open end-
point that allows users to specify queries using the SPARQL
syntax8. While SPARQL enables powerful query capabili-
ties, using such a query language requires training. DatAR

3http://www.linked-brain-data.org
4A type of graph database that stores all its data as Subject-

Predicate-Object triples; also known as RDF. An example of such a
triple is: lbd:amygdala rdf:type lbd:region. Note that each of these
items start with a namespace, which is shorthand for a full URI. For
a primer, you may refer to Antoniou et al., 2012.

5We use the word concept to refer to resources in linked open
data repositories as well as the entities that they refer to. E.g.,
lbd:amygdala (the signifier) and Amygdala (the signified).

6Keep in mind that we are not looking at actual medical rela-
tionships here – we are looking at how scholars describe these rela-
tionships in their publications.

7We restrict ourselves to regions and diseases in our present
work, but neurons, proteins, genes, and neurotransmitters are also
available.

8For details on the SPARQL query language, you may refer to
W3C (2013)

http://www.linked-brain-data.org
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aims to abstract away from these infrastructure details for the
user (while still making them aware of the provenance of the
data).

While the BAG serves as the central data repository, we
have (manually) connected its concepts to other linked data
repositories to extend the analytic possibilities. We use
MeSH9 and Wikidata10 to offer additional descriptions of
individual brain regions and diseases. We have also linked
brain regions in the BAG to the Scalable Brain Atlas11 – al-
lowing volumetric localisation of regions using BAG con-
cepts. For more details on our data mappings and storage
infrastructure, see Appendix C.

Finally, we have received a reduced-dimension topic
model of brain diseases from Cunqing Huangfu, custodian
of the BAG. He used all sentences in the BAG that included
at least one region as source data. All sentences describ-
ing a disease were combined into single documents, which
were then processed with LDA (topic modelling) and T-SNE
(dimension reducation) algorithms. This resulted in a three-
dimensional coordinate space, in which the distance between
diseases represents their semantic similarity (the closer they
are, the more similar). This data was used as input to the
Topic Model Visualisation Widget, described in more detail
in the Representational Design section.

Design Requirements

Our top-level goal is to support neuroscientists in relation-
finding. Using related work and an informal task analysis, we
stipulated several design requirements and guiding principles
to reach this goal. Some of these were present from the very
start of our process, and others emerged through interaction
with early prototypes of the system as well as the pilot stud-
ies. For provenance of design requirements, please refer to
Appendix I.

Supporting Open and Closed Discovery

In literature-based discovery, the distinction is made be-
tween open and closed discovery tasks (Gopalakrishnan et
al., 2019). Whereas closed discovery tasks focus on bet-
ter understanding the (direct and indirect) relationships be-
tween two predetermined concepts, open discovery attempts
to identify and study all pertinent relationships originating
from a single concept. As our goal is to support finding rela-
tionships (rather than inspecting them) our system must sup-
port open discovery: Given any entity in the data set, the user
must be able to see which other entities it is related to. More-
over, users should be able to find strong relations (indicating
common knowledge) as well as weaker ones (which could
offer opportunities for further research).

Highlight, Not Hide

A key feature of relation-finding is that the user does not
know what they are looking for prior to their analysis. The

user therefore has to able to situate themselves in the entirety
of the data set. We concur with Woods et al. (2002) that
perceptual organisation that preserves context is therefore a
necessity: Users need to be assisted in highlighting subsets
of the data to improve observability rather than be faced with
a system that hides presumably irrelevant aspects. Highlight-
ing based on perceptual organisation requires modelling the
domain semantics (neurosciences), to create a more abstract
conceptual space to navigate. In our case, we would need
to distinguish between the different classes of concepts (re-
gions, diseases, etc.) as well as their co-occurrences (includ-
ing aggregate statistics). The BAG already offers this struc-
ture, challenging us to find suitable ways of organising this
data visuospatially such that we utilise high-bandwidth per-
ceptual channels without overwhelming users.

Augment, Not Replace

Our approach should distinguish itself by being fully ad-
ditional to current (screen- and paper-based) literature explo-
ration practices rather than replacing these. As most such
analytics work takes place on the desktop, it would be bene-
ficial to integrate with both physical elements (i.e., Situated
Analytics; Thomas et al., 2018) as well as implement bridges
to other devices.

Making Use of the Medium

Augmented Reality lends itself to different interactions
from traditional desktop environments. Our interface should
therefore limit itself to the two affordances dependably sup-
ported by hand-tracking technology in AR HMDs: the hand
as 3D cursor and grabbing. While keyboard (and other pe-
ripheral) support is arguably also part of AR’s appeal, as
compared to VR, we set as a goal to stick to the core inter-
action paradigm of AR where possible; any added peripheral
would make the system less portable. In addition, we set out
to put to use the infinite spatial canvas of AR by building
a decentralised interface: All functionality should be local
rather than global, and there ought not to be any singletons
where data views and representations are concerned. This
enables a form of subjunctive interface, “in which multiple
queries can be explored simultaneously” (Bron, 2013, p. 4),
which were shown to bolster breadth-first search behaviour
in an explorative search task in media studies (Bron, 2013).

Additionally, we strove to make our system modular and
internally consistent, with an eye on open-sourcing the code
to allow other researchers to use DatAR as a toolkit for test-
ing new visualisation approaches.

9https://id.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
10https://www.wikidata.org/
11https://scalablebrainatlas.incf.org/

https://id.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
https://www.wikidata.org/
https://scalablebrainatlas.incf.org/
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Figure 2
Epistemic design: Tasks supported in DatAR (Inspect, Con-
textualise, Explain). The concepts mentioned, depression
and amygdala, are examples.
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Design

Epistemic Design

Based on our review of literature-based discovery and our
design requirements, we support three core tasks for relation-
finding activities in document collections (Figure 2). Firstly,
users need to be able to inspect lesser known concepts, re-
trieve their definitions, and find similar concepts. Secondly,
they require the capability to contextualise a particular con-
cept in regards to a set of other concepts. In our system,
users can relate any disease to all brain regions, or any re-
gion with all diseases. Finally, users should be able to ex-
plain any given relation found by the system by requesting
the sentences that attest to that relationship.

Representational Design

To enable the operations required to perform the tasks in
the Epistemic Design, we decided to have concepts be visu-
ospatially manifested as Resource Spheres (RSs ; see Fig-
ure 3 for a depiction, also for other representations in this
section). RSs contain a URI, a user-facing label, and a class12

– which are pulled from the BAG or other data sources. Users
can grab RSs using a grabbing gesture and move them at will,
fitting in with the AR interaction paradigm. RSs are used as
input to Widgets (or can be output by them). Widgets are
analysis tools that perform actions such as querying, data
manipulation, visualisation or data export. A Widget can
be standalone, requiring no further user input. The Avail-
able Types Querier, for example, renders all available con-
cept types in the data storage (e.g., Disease, Region) as RSs
without further instructions. Other Widgets have one or more
Receptacles, in which an RS needs to be placed. For exam-
ple, the Resource Sphere Inspector is a Widget that, after
placing a RS in its Receptacle, pulls descriptions and closely
matched concepts from Wikidata, MeSH and the Scaleable

Brain project. These descriptions are then displayed to the
user; the concepts are output as new RSs. This Widget ad-
dresses the Inspect task goal we set.

Some Widgets allow or require a Dataflow as input rather
than a RS. Dataflows contain lists of concepts, and allow
Widgets to communicate with each other13. Widgets can
have a Dataflow Outlet (for Query Widgets), Inlet (for Vi-
sualisation and Export Widgets), or both (for Manipulation
Widgets). An Outlet and Inlet can be connected by hold-
ing them together (where each Outlet can connect to multi-
ple Inlets). An example of a Widget using Dataflows is the
Dataflow Inspector, which renders incoming contents as a
list. Dataflows allow chaining multiple Widgets, which auto-
matically update if anything prior in the chain is modified.

Table 1
Textual overview of DatAR representations; legend for Fig-
ure 3.

# Type Representation

0 - Resource Sphere
1 Q Concepts of Class Querier
2 Q Available Classes Querier
3 Q Co-occurrence Querier
4 M Min-Max Filter
5 V Topic Model Visualisation
6 V Brain Model Visualisation
7 V Dataflow Inspector
8 V Resource Sphere Inspector
9 E Concept Pair Exporter

Note. Types used: Query (Q), Manipulation (M), Visualisation (V),
and Export (E).

Our system takes into account the open-world assump-
tion (i.e., our data set could contain concepts of any type,
including unknown ones). Widgets are therefore responsi-
ble for specifying which data types are acceptable for it to
process. For example, the Co-Occurrence Querier requires
a concept of any type, and a class. It will subsequently try
to find relations between the given concept and any items of
the given class, and output these as a dataflow. The Concept
Pair Exporter requires one concept of type Region and one
of type Disease, and sends this information to a web-based
companion application (see Figure 4). This web interface
subsequently queries the BAG and PubMed to retrieve sen-
tences (and their papers) containing both concepts – satisfy-
ing the Explain task goal we set. The Min-Max Filter sup-
ports Dataflows that pass a co-occurrence list; it then outputs
a modified co-occurrence list based on the filter parameters.

12For example, lbd:amygdala as URI, "Amygdala" as label, and
lbd:region as class.

13Dataflows as visual representations of data have been used in
VR before, with promising results where it concerns ease-of-use
(Ens et al., 2017).
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Figure 3
Visual overview of DatAR representations. See Table 1 for a legend. Notice the two Dataflow constellations, starting at Query
nodes (3) and ending at Visualisation nodes (5 & 6). In the top constellation, we see a Topic Model Visualisation (5) in
which all diseases co-occurring with the hippocampus are highlighted in red; other diseases are displayed in a low-opacity
turquoise. In the bottom constellation, the output generated by the Co-Occurrence Querier (3) is first manipulated by a Min-
Max Filter (4), in which the most prevalent co-occurrences (in absolute count and relative importance to the region) have been
filtered out. This filter then passes on the data to a Dataflow Inspector (7), which renders a list of contents, and the Brain
Region Visualisation (6). The latter shows three filter states for depression–region co-occurrences: Turquoise RSs indicates a
complete lack of any detected co-occurrence of depression and the given brain region in the literature; yellow indicates these
do exist, but outside of the filter range; and red indicates co-occurrences within filter range. These colours update live as the
user moves the filter sliders.
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A final core mechanic is highlighting. Each item in a
Dataflow has a highlight flag, which can be read and/or mod-
ified by Widgets. There are two filter states: (1) out of filter
range, and (2) in filter range. This information allows down-
stream visualisations to render their contents differentially.

Visualisation Design

In this study, we implemented two main visualisations: a
Topic Model and a Brain Region Visualisation (see the Data
section for provenance). Conceptually, the Topic Model Vi-
sualisation takes in a class (RS) and returns a reduced topic
model as a three-dimensional scatterplot of all concepts of
that class. Each point is represented as a RS, which is repli-
cated when a user tries to grab it. The Brain Region Visu-
alisation behaves similarly, but instead displays the central
points of brain regions in the Scalable Brain database.

While useful on their own, both visualisations become

more useful when paired with other Widgets. When using
Dataflows to connect the Co-occurrences Querier, concepts
in both sets are highlighted. Adding a Min-Max Filter in-
between additionally allows differentiating concepts in and
out of filter boundaries. This three-Widget set-up is currently
the most powerful way of looking at the data within our sys-
tem, satisfying the Contextualise task goal we set.

As with any complex design, we could never report all
design decisions in a paper. For example, what the position
of the user should be in relation to a 3D scatterplot. We have
documented such considerations in our design and research
documentation (see Appendices D and E), keeping a trans-
parent and informed trace of decisions – following the design
study criteria for rigour by Meyer and Dykes (2019).
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Figure 4
DatAR Web Companion. This output was rendered after
placing hippocampus and depression Resource Spheres into
the Concept Pair Exporter. The rendered information in-
cludes the incoming concept pair, all sentences that contain
both these concepts (where each occurrence is highlighted),
and hyperlinked source papers.

Implementation

We used Unity14 (v2019.3.9f1) to build our main inter-
face. Dataflows and Receptacles were developed using a re-
active framework, UniRx15 (v7.1.0), which allows for live-
processing of data changes. The AR version of the system
was built using the Meta SDK (v2.7.0.38) to support the Meta
2 HMD, optionally using Leap Motion for hand-tracking.
The VR version of the system was built on SteamVR (v2.5;
SDK v1.8.19)16.

A companion web application was developed in Angular17

(v8.2.14) to allow the main environment to send text-heavy
content to a screen for easier reading than AR currently al-
lows. To coordinate this communication, we used a Rab-
bitMQ18(v3.8.2) instance as a message broker.

The internal data structure in both the Unity and Web in-
terfaces follows the guidelines of the JSON-LD standard19,
and is easily exported as such.

On a final note, we should emphasise that Widgets have
been implemented modularly. This allows DatAR contrib-
utors to easily create new Widgets by combining existing
building blocks (such as Receptacles, Inlets, and Outlets),
and then adding custom data processing behaviour. For a full
overview of these buildings blocks and JSON-LD examples,
you may refer to the contributor’s guide in Appendix B.

Evaluation Study

Objectives

Whereas in the previous two design cycles we empha-
sised Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU) and Perceived Useful-

ness (PU), in this third cycle we wanted to zoom out and
(additionally) measure Attitude Toward Using (AT) and Be-
havioural Intention to Use (BI) DatAR-like systems among a
larger and more diverse group of potential users. These are
constructs from the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), a
theory from Information Systems that looks at which factors
influence adoption of novel technologies (Rese et al., 2017;
Chuttur, 2009; Davis, 1985). After all, it is important to look
ahead before too many resources have been sunk into a de-
sign research project: Are researchers waiting for DatAR as
a serious tool in their workflow? What are perceived oppor-
tunities in performing relation-finding in augmented reality,
and which issues are critical?

Next to this, we wanted to evaluate whether participants
experienced the design artefacts as we had hypothesised in
the design rationale, and to what extent our epistemic, repre-
sentation, and visualisation design were intuitive to grasp.

To these ends, we conducted a video survey20. While the
disadvantage of this evaluation approach is that users do not
get a hands-on experience with the system, it is more acces-
sible and therefore allows a larger and more diverse group
to participate. Given our objective and the TAM’s focus on
perceptions of technology, a high-fidelity mock-up scenario
is a fitting alternative to user studies.

Methods

Participants

22 people participated in our video survey (10 women
and 12 men, between the ages of 18–64, with a median age
of 25–34). We used a convenience sample, drawing from
colleagues of our institutes, a Facebook group of University
College students, and participants who had joined our second
design cycle’s user study.

Seven of our participants were neuroscientists, working
in the sub-fields of (cognitive) neurosciences, neurobiology,
pharmacology, and psychiatry. Seven participants worked in
computer science, data science/visualisation and statistics.
Others were active in social sciences (4, of which 3 in ed-
ucational sciences), digital humanities (1), and military sci-

14https://unity.com/
15https://github.com/neuecc/UniRx
16In the latest version of the DatAR system, v2020.1.1, only

SteamVR is supported.
17https://angular.io/
18https://rabbitmq.com/
19https://json-ld.org/
20We should note that the ideal second evaluation would have

been to analyse sensemaking in users during their interaction with
an improved system during a follow-up lab study. We had made
preparations for this, but these plans were foiled by the COVID-19
outbreak. We took this as an opportunity to reach a larger pool of
participants remotely.

https://unity.com/
https://github.com/neuecc/UniRx
https://angular.io/
https://rabbitmq.com/
https://json-ld.org/
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Figure 5
Additional demographics data of our sample.
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ence (1)21. Among our sample were participants of various
statures, from bachelor’s students to full professors22. We
asked participants about their prior experiences with review-
ing literature, the neuroscientific domain, and XR23 plat-
forms (see Figure 5). We report on correlations with these
background factors in the Results section.

Materials & Protocol

To gather data, we administered a video survey (which
took on average 37.23 minutes, SD = 13.98, to finish; see
Appendix F for the scenario, videos, and questions). We in-
troduced the survey to participants as a means of "explor-
ing a speculative future in which researchers use augmented
reality interfaces to support them in understanding complex
relationships in their academic literature."

The system shown to users used VR to create a mock AR
environment. This set-up was explained in the first video,
in which we also showed an earlier AR version of the sys-
tem. Given we already had to convert the system to VR to
allow remote user studies during the COVID-19 period (this
parallel evaluation will be reported elsewhere), we opted to
use this version for the video survey as well. An added ad-
vantages was that this approach alleviated the immaturity of
hand-tracking technology that we experienced in earlier de-
sign cycles. Our assumption in doing this research is that
the quality of hand-tracking technology (and AR technol-
ogy in general) will improve over the coming years, which
is the timeline in which DatAR will become actually useful
in practice (cf. Future Studies methods in HCI, Mankoff et
al., 2013). Given our main interest is the willingness of par-
ticipants to adopt technology in the future, using a higher-
fidelity VR-based AR mock-up made more sense than show-
ing an AR version with contemporary limitations. In a sense,
our work could be considered a variant of the virtual field
study (Mäkelä et al., 2020).

The survey consisted of four sections. Firstly, we inquired
about the demographics (reported in the Participants section).

Secondly, we asked participants to describe any specialised
tools they uses for performing literature reviews – we did
this to increase our understanding of how users currently
tackle similar tasks. The third section contained seven tu-
torial videos and a mock-up scenario. According to Kyng,
mock-ups scenarios aim to "simulate future use situations in
order to allow end users to experience what it would be like
to work with the system under development and thereby to
draw on their tacit, non explicit knowledge and experience"
(as cited in Rizzo and Bacigalupo, 2004, p. 6). In other
words, they are a means to elicit a conversation with the
user, which we tried to capture in our (asynchronous) survey
by offering ample comment space below each video. For
each representation introduced, we also asked participants
whether they found it readable, intuitive, and/or useful (on
a Likert scale). We treat these questions as conversational
triggers, and the answers as spontaneous responses. Contrar-
ily, the fourth section asks participants to reflect on several
important aspects of the DatAR system after they have seen
them used in context during a mock-up user scenario.

This final section additionally contained sixteen bipolar
adjective pairs, which aimed to measure the TAM constructs
mentioned earlier as well as two antecedents to PU: Per-
ceived Enjoyment (PE) and Perceived Informativeness (PI).
We used the same adjectives as Rese et al. (2017) did in their
analysis of augmented reality applications (see Figure 8).
They found these adjectives to reflect the TAM model reason-
ably well, with the added benefit of indicating paths of im-
provement over more traditional item scales. To allow more
granular analysis in our small sample, we deviated from Rese
et al. (2017) by opting to ask users to fill in a bipolar scale
instead of asking users to select a subset of adjectives; this is
in line with the approach by Davis (1985).

Data Analysis

We performed an exploratory analysis on the quantita-
tive data using SPSS (v26.0.0.0), and used Kendall’s τb

statistic to compare ordinal associations. Participants were
instructed to give qualitative feedback throughout the sur-
vey; this was analysed using an inductive approach in Nvivo
(v12.6.0.959). Responses were first open coded; codes were
then aggregated where reasonable. Participants have been as-
signed numerical pseudonyms; to qualify responses, the nine
participants who considered themselves neuroscientists (sep-
arate from their indicated discipline) received an additional

21Two participants did not fill in a discipline.
22More specifically: two current bachelor’s students (who had

also joined our second design cycle’s evaluation), three participants
with undergraduate degrees, five participants with graduate degrees,
six current PhD students, one PhD, and five professors (of which
three full professors).

23XR, or Cross Reality, encompasses both AR and VR.
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Figure 6
Likert scale items posed during the video tutorials (section
3); primarily used as conversational triggers.
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Figure 7
Likert scale items posed at the end of the survey (section 4);
used to evaluate the system.
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n designation (i.e., P1n–P9n and P10-P22). Minor typos in
responses were fixed for readability.

Results

Quantitative Results

We visualised participant responses on the Likert scale
items shown during the video tutorials (Figure 6) and at the
end of the survey (Figure 7), as well as on the bipolar ad-
jective pairs (Figure 8). To qualify these aggregate visualisa-
tions, given the diversity of our sample, we checked whether
subgroups significantly differed in their responses. We first
investigated whether expertise in topic modelling impacted
perception of our topic model visualisation; this was not the
case (τb = −.063, p = .729). Likewise, VR experience
did not correlate with the likelihood of using DatAR in VR
(τb = −.031, p = .862), AR experience did not correlate with
the likelihood of using DatAR in AR (τb = −.074, p = .734),
and neither VR nor AR experience correlated with likelihood
of using DatAR on a 2D screen (τb = −.267, p = .066;
τb = −.115, p = .516).

Figure 8
Bipolar adjective pairs (negative - positive); measures con-
structs of the TAM.
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Note. Acronyms in parentheses refer to TAM components:
Behavioural Intention to Use (BI), Attitude Toward Use (AT),
Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU), Perceived Usefulness (PU),
Perceived Enjoyment (PE) and Perceived Informativeness (PI).

We then looked at whether expertise in neurosciences or
performing literature reviews caused different perceptions
across all (24) non-demograhic response items. We found
three significant correlations: participants knowledgeable in
neurosciences were more likely to use the system in VR than
those who were not (τb = .338, p = .006); participants with
a higher amount of experience in reviewing literature were
more likely to (1) deem the system superfluous (rather than
useful; τb = −.412, p = .002) and (2) find using hand ges-
tures to control the system attractive (τb = .323, p = .038).

We will return to these findings and the quantitative re-
sponses more generally in the Discussion section. For an
overview of all tests performed and their results, see Ap-
pendix F; given the high number of tests in this exploratory
analysis, the p-values should be regarded critically.

Qualitative Results

Many participants took the time to write up additional
feedback, qualifying their responses on TAM constructs and
offering paths of improvement. In this section, we highlight
recurring themes and critical insights.

Literature Review Practices. Thirteen participants
(59%) mentioned using an academic search machine of some
kind, including Google Scholar, PubMed, Web of Science,
Scopus, PsycINFO, and DBLP. Four (18%) mentioned us-
ing boolean operators to improve their search queries. P8n

used these "to capture publications that mentioned several
concepts, so that the search is more specific."

The use of reference managers was also popular: Ten par-
ticipants (45%) mentioned using software such as Mende-
ley, Nvivo, Endnote, and Excel to manage their readings.
Five participants (23%) emphasised the importance of mak-
ing notes and summarising papers, referring to tools such as
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Microsoft Word, Evernote, and PaperShip.
Other practices mentioned were the use of review papers

as starting point, snowballing (repeatedly following refer-
ences in papers), using data sets, synthesising statistical find-
ings across papers, and using concept-spotting tools (e.g.,
search-and-highlight in pdf files).

Use Cases. Throughout the survey, participants high-
lighted where it makes sense to use a system like DatAR –
given more polish.

Five participants (23%) framed the system as useful dur-
ing the early stages of a literature review process. P9n com-
mented: "I would probably be interested in viewing data
like this for relations I am relatively new to, just to get an
idea, but if I am really doing a systematic review I would
want to process them one-by-one and explicitly record the
themes/dimensions." P1n took this one step further, placing
the value of the system in use "during lectures and seminars
in the beginning of the bachelors (...). In more specialized re-
gions and higher education the students and teachers have a
higher understanding of interspinal relations (...), wherefore
this method could be innovative but also time consuming and
therefore not as useful as for new students." P19 considered
that if DatAR were applied to social sciences or humanities,
it could be useful in avoiding tunnel vision by allowing ex-
ploration of terminologies across larger collections, though
would require more manual work to extract meaning than in
neurosciences (in which there is less contestation on termi-
nology). P16 and P18 mused about the application of the
system in educational sciences, with P16 stating they could
"see a VR context with school intervention methods and its
effect on child outcomes."

Others highlight areas in which the system could comple-
ment current practices (i.e., our Augment, Don’t Replace de-
sign goal). P13 commented that the system has "great poten-
tial for complex information seeking tasks, although I would
prefer traditional systems when my tasks are not as complex
(e.g., lookup tasks)." P9n reflected more critically on where
the system could fit in next to existing workflows (which we
will return to in the Discussion section):

My main concern is that I am having trou-
ble imagining the type of review this would be
worthwhile for. Most of the time we are re-
searching something that we are already quite
familiar with. We have already established an
intuition of frontal vs. deep regions, and the vi-
sualization may not be so helpful. I feel this is a
really helpful way to do a very broad and shal-
low review, but for me the most laboursome part
of the process is retaining this sense of overview
while processing the details. After I find a link
between depression and the amygdala I would
want to know what the papers did. I want to see
what the imaging modality was, what the exper-

imental design was, the number of subjects, get
a sense of the quality of design/execution, how
they analyzed the data, etc. And then after get-
ting that, I would quite like to filter and zoom
in and out, but for me, even though this looks
exciting, excel would feel a lot easier and less
laboursome.

Finally, P4n and P10 reflected on DatAR’s lacking support
for systematic literature review, wondering "what the next
steps would be in order to write a review and organizing the
literature based on these connections" and posing that "there
needs to be a good way to quantify literature found."

Fundamental Concerns. While P4n felt XR visualisa-
tions had an advantage over the 2D screen, four other par-
ticipants stated they were less convinced. P13 and P15
(both computer scientists) call for a comparison between
our setup with an equally functional desktop set-up. P15:
"Having the extra burden of VR/AR seems to me to be a
distraction, somehow.. something that would tire me even
more, allowing me to dedicate less time/attention to the ac-
tual information being analyzed." These participants also
pointed out some more fundamental issues with using a
three-dimensional topic model. P13 observes that items at
its centre are inherently harder to access than those at the pe-
riphery; P15 lists several cognitive biases when reading 3D
clouds, which need to be mitigated by the system to guide
correct understanding, and wonders whether an abstract doc-
ument space would be worth this trouble; P4n worried about
decreased legibility if more concepts had to be taken into
account in the topic model than was the case.

Suggestions for Improvement. Other than concerns
about the system’s core design decisions, we also received
many suggestions for improvements. We will cover sugges-
tions recurring at least twice here; other comments have been
collected in Appendix G.

P9n, P11, and P14 found the colour scheme insufficiently
intuitive, proposing alternative scales. P15 and P16 argue for
using 2D UI elements where possible, such as with the Min-
Max Slider. This would allow having the UI parallel with the
view plane, improving the readability of text.

A few participants worried about the information density
of the two visualisation Widgets, calling them "overwhelm-
ing" (P12), "easy to get lost [in]" (P14), and "a little vague
as there was so much in there" (P4n). P2n elaborated: "I find
it very understandable, but not actually readable because all
the regions are so close together."

Another recurring theme concerns the valence and quali-
tative relationship of co-occurrences (P4n, P8n, P12, & P19).
The current system does not distinguish between positive
and negative relationships, nor other types of association.
To move beyond "a useful screening tool in an early phase"
(P12), this will need to be supported.
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Methodological Comments. Participants commented
on the video survey too: Some found the voice-over hard
to understand, one found it necessary to pause the video to
catch some visuals, and one reported nausea due to the VR
recording. There were also some comments on phrasing and
a suggestion to integrate the tutorials in the scenario. More
universal were comments either on shortcomings of the (non-
interactive) XR video evaluation format, or misconceptions
caused by it. For example, it being unclear how to select
spheres (by grabbing), a complaint about the removal of a RS
from the Brain Region Visualisation (which was actually du-
plicated rather than removed), and a complaint about using a
rendered laptop screen in VR instead of a viewpoint-aligned
display (which, as explained to participants, was there to sim-
ulate an AR environment – which is harder yet to get across
on video).

Discussion

In this evaluation study, we set out to investigate whether
researchers would see themselves adopt DatAR as a serious
tool in their literature review practices. On the positive side,
our results indicate that participants thought the DatAR sys-
tem was innovative, interactive and exciting. A large major-
ity found the representational design easy to grasp and an ef-
fective means of performing complex analytics. On the neg-
ative side, participants were concerned about DatAR’s com-
plicated design, and (less so) about its impractical nature and
immature state. Looking at these findings through the lens of
the Technology Acceptance Model, it appears that the most
major concern is Perceived Ease of Use. This finding is mir-
rored by conflicting responses on the Topic Model and Brain
Region Visualisations: readability of these were reviewed
negatively by almost half of the participants, while general
usefulness of the approaches behind these two visualisations
(later asked at the end of the survey) were not once reviewed
negatively. Together, these findings suggest the merit of our
general approach to the analysis of document collections, as
well as our representational design choices, but raise serious
questions about our visualisation design.

These quantitative findings are echoed in the qualitative
feedback, where two camps can be discerned: those who see
aspects of the system that can be improved, and those who
see more fundamental flaws inherent to the AR platform. To
start with the former: There is certainly room for improve-
ment in fine-tuning the visualisations, considering such as-
pects as improved colour schemes and rethinking how to deal
with an overwhelming number of data points. This latter
aspect was somewhat intentional, given our "highlight, not
hide" design requirement. The greatest trouble we faced was
getting across concept names in the Topic Model Visualisa-
tion. Unlike the Brain Visualisation (fitting in SciVis), a topic
model has no inherent spatial organisation (fitting in Info-
Vis). Our current solution – showing user-facing labels on all

Resource Spheres – was generally perceived as overwhelm-
ing, and is inherently unscalable when the amount of data
would increase even further. Implementing a metaphorical
fisheye lens might be considered, emphasising that – while
all data is visible – some data is at the centre of attention.
This is especially difficult in XR, with its infinite spatial can-
vas, but some work has been performed on graphs in this area
(see Kwon et al., 2016). It would be worthwhile to perform
comparative research into alternative solutions, including the
use of other visual parameters than opacity and colour.

Platform-level critiques of DatAR raise a more fundamen-
tal question: Are the solutions offered by Immersive Analyt-
ics indeed a good fit for the activity we are trying to sup-
port? We cannot ignore that more participants rated them-
selves likely to use the system if it were fully available in a
desktop environment than if it would be offered in AR (or
VR). Likewise, we found that scholars experienced in litera-
ture review were more likely to find our system superfluous
(though, to a lesser degree, also deemed hand gesture control
more attractive than others). While there are other factors at
play here (e.g., the AR platform was novel to most users and
using a video survey format has some inherent drawbacks in
getting across the XR experience), these findings do raise ex-
istential questions for our project that need to be addressed.
One direction in which we are trying to address this in our
research group is by exploring an alternative to free-floating
AR: Augmented Displays (Reipschläger & Dachselt, 2019).
In particular, we are looking into extending the mouse cursor
into augmented reality space. This has its own challenges,
but may alleviate the issue of switching between two con-
trol modalities. To rhyme this with our design requirement
making use of the medium," we consider Augmented Dis-
plays (as a hybrid AR environment) complementary to the
full AR version of the system. These can live side-by-side,
depending on where the users’ attention is required – fully on
their desktop screen, in AR, or perhaps in the environment at
large. That said, we concur that comparative research will be
required to make any conclusive statements on whether AR
is an appropriate platform for relation-finding in document
collections, and will be working towards this.

Functionality-wise, we must concede that there is cur-
rently insufficient augmentation of current work practices
(the design requirement "augment, not replace"). Partici-
pants noted the system’s usefulness in the early stages of
literature discovery (which is what it was designed for), but
criticise how findings cannot find their way to their (man-
ual or computer-supported) reference management systems.
In other words, just sending data over to the desktop en-
vironment is not sufficient – integration with existing soft-
ware would be the next necessary step to augment current
practices. Reflecting on the comments by P9n, it would be
particularly fruitful to consider the reverse direction of what
we currently implemented: to take in an already existing
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overview of papers and allow researchers to visualise and
expand the scope of this overview using DatAR. This two-
way street between the desktop and AR platforms requires
more attention.

Other than comments on the current system, participants
also offered ways to extend DatAR beyond its original pur-
pose. Particularly interesting was the suggestion to use the
system in educational settings, as a means to get across the
complex web of relationships in the literature to bachelor’s
students. While we focused our design on supporting subject
experts so far, we did muse about the possibility of educa-
tional use of our system. It would be worthwhile to explore
how the system could be tailored to this, for example, by
facilitating guided explorations of the data in alignment with
the curriculum.

An advantage of our diverse participant pool was hear-
ing their thoughts on how the system could transfer to other
disciplines than neuroscience. While the brain visualisa-
tion was developed specifically to support neurocientists, all
other Widgets, data structures and algorithms are domain-
generic: Given equally-structured co-occurrence data and a
topic model, the system would be able to visualise another
document collection. However, this technical feasibility does
not directly translate to a useful system for practitioners.
Once DatAR has been further improved within the neurosci-
entific domain, it would be highly valuable to study whether
it could offer value in other domains – in particular, whether
the epistemic design still holds for other disciplines’ task re-
quirements.

Reflections on Rigour

After having written this discussion, we reflected on each
of Meyer and Dykes’ (2019) criteria for rigour. This reflec-
tion can be found in Appendix H. We hope this allows read-
ers to place this work in its research context.

Conclusion

Maintaining an overview of publications in the neurosci-
entific field is challenging, especially with an eye to find-
ing relations – both commonplace and novel. To support
neuroscientists in this challenge, we developed a novel an-
alytics system, DatAR, that combines work in Text and Im-
mersive Analytics to find ways to make automated methods
more accessible and integrated with current literature review
practices. After formulating and implementing the design
requirements, we evaluated this system using a video survey.

In the results, we see a discrepancy between participants’
perception of the general analytics approach and the use of
the XR platform to embody this approach. This may partly
be explained by the use of recordings of a mocked AR sce-
nario rather than having participants experience the system
first-hand. However, participants also pointed out more fun-
damental issues with our chosen 3D visualisations, and the

currently problematic integration of shallow relation-finding
(in AR) and deep sensemaking (on desktop) – both issues
that warrant addressing. Conversely, the AR-tailored epis-
temic and representation design of DatAR were generally
perceived as suitable for performing complex analytics. We
see opportunities in pushing the Resource Sphere–Widget–
Dataflow paradigm to its limits by expanding their scope in
augmenting intellectual activities.

All-in-all, the reported design cycle and its evaluation
study have generated sufficient fuel for a continued explo-
ration of the fundamental question in our work: Is AR a suit-
able medium for relation-finding in document collections,
and – if so – how? The natural trajectory of this research
agenda is towards a comparative study, looking at AR in
comparison to the desktop environment given the same task.
However, before a fair comparison can be made, addressing
the perceived issues with ease of use in DatAR will likely
not be sufficient: AR technology itself needs to have ma-
tured further too. Until then, the DatAR system has a useful
role to play in speculating on the future of human-computer
interaction and the willingness of practitioners to adopt AR
technologies in their work.
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Introduction to Appendices
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Appendix B
Source code & Contributor’s Guide

Over the course of the project, we’ve developed two main
programs: DatAR Unity, and DatAR Web. These have been
carefully version-controlled using Git and adhere to consis-
tent coding styles. Moreover, licenses have been taken into
account to allow eventual open-sourcing of the code base.
Next to these, I’ve written a Jupyter notebook to generate
topic models based on data in the BAG. We did not use this
data in the end, instead opting to use the data from Cunqing
Huangfu (BAG custodian). In the archive these files and
external references can be found under the header "Source
Code: Overview June 2020."

Next to this, an extensive contributor’s guide has
been written. This guide is available here and contains more
details on the buildings blocks of the DatAR system.

Appendix C
Data Mappings & Infrastructure

In order to link the different data sources (BAG, Wiki-
data, MeSH, Scalable Brain), additional mappings were per-
formed by Tessa Heeroma and Anna van Harmelen. I con-
verted these mappings to RDF and uploaded these to a private
triple store (running Virtuoso 7.2.5). All coordinate data (for
brain regions and the topic model) were also uploaded there.
To request access to this data store or a data dump of these
mappings (archived under "Data mapping: Overview June
2020"), you may contact us.

Appendix D
Design & Research Documentation

Our process was recorded in two main ways: in a document
database and in a wiki. The document database contains 77
entries, containing minutes of supervisory and design meet-
ings, important correspondences within the team and with
partners, documentation of evaluation studies, video and im-
age exhibits, and proposal/planning documents. All these
have been tagged with dates of creation and participants. All
documents mentioned in this section have also been stored
here. Whereas these documents are static snapshots, the
wiki (structured as a Zettelkasten) was meant to be dynamic.
It contains 30 entries, ranging from indices, summaries on
themes in the literature (e.g., text readability in AR), a cod-
ing style guide, a repository of SPARQL queries, and paper
digests. Moreover, I kept a weekly research logbook on ac-
tivities I undertook. All this documentation was performed
to ensure a traceable design process, allowing the depth of
reporting envisioned by Meyer and Dykes (2019).

Appendix E
End-of-Project Reflection

Before writing up the Discussion & Conclusion sections of
this paper, I went through all of the archive and wrote up an

extensive reflection document (approx. 2750 words). This
document contains four sections. "Origins & Rationales"
traces several design decisions over the time of the project;
"Open Challenges" outlines several recurring issues that will
need to be addressed in the follow-up to my contribution;
"Further Research and Loose Ends" summarises all direc-
tions we pursued but had to drop at some point; "Process
Reflection" then offers a (self-)critical reflection on the de-
sign process as a whole. Little of this document ended up
in this thesis, given most points made are relevant internally
rather than for the scientific community as a whole. This
document is archived under "Reflections on Design Process:
Overview June 2020." We offer an abridged version of the
Process Reflection here:

Given the many factors involved in building
a novel system to study willingness to adopt
AR technology to support relation-finding, the
DatAR project has often needed to reinvent it-
self. This search for meaning is somewhat in-
herent to technology-oriented questions, and has
been the factor driving this project. At the same
time we recognised that the success of our work
depended primarily on one thing: whether the
task, relation-finding, was effectively supported
by our environment. There is a tension between
these two concerns – working from task re-
quirements and from technological possibilities.
There is an upside to such artificial boundaries
in problem-solving, however. Composer Igor
Stravinsky once noted on his creative process
that "my freedom will be so much the greater
and more meaningful (...) the more I surround
myself with obstacles" (2003, p. 65). By cre-
ating an interface with essentially one interac-
tion – to grab – we were forced to break down
the tasks to their bare essence on the interac-
tion level. I wonder whether these same repre-
sentations could be transferred to other interface
paradigms in the future too...

Appendix F
Video Survey: Scenario, Questions, Videos, Results

To perform our evaluation study, we developed a tutorial se-
ries to introduce participants to our system as well as a more
free-form user scenario based on an authentic task. We wrote
a script for the tutorial series, voiced the lines, and subse-
quently recorded the steps inside of the DatAR environment.
The user scenario has a defined start, but the rest was im-
provised. The survey was built using the Qualitrics survey
platform. We embedded the videos directly in the survey.
A document with all questions, as well as the script and the
videos, is accessible here. For the sake of transparency, we

https://www.notion.so/1v4r/DatAR-Software-Architecture-Overview-June-2020-db738127de75422986fa4d2ca5a2608c
https://www.notion.so/1v4r/Cycle-3-Evaluation-A-Video-survey-657a150793c74311966f35ba2437a921
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also attached results from all statistical tests there.

Appendix G
Video Survey: Additional Suggestions for Improvement
Other than reported in the paper, individual participants have
noted several additional ways to improve the DatAR system.
I list these here, including some discussion where useful:

• Several participants offered ways in which Resource
Spheres and Widgets could be extended in function-
ality. P14 noted that finding individual RSs in visu-
alisation Widgets (e.g., to create a duplicate) would
be challenging. This suggests the need for a local or
global RS highlighting mechanism (based either on
the currently held RS, or another RS selection mecha-
nism). P13 notes that placing RSs in Inspector Widgets
would quickly become tiresome, and wonders whether
a hotkey could be added; likewise, they note that be-
ing able to easily duplicate dataflows would be use-
ful. P18 suggests a more extensive change: "Similar
to a mind-map, I expected the Resource Spheres to be
larger and branching off into different things." Given
these responses, it would certainly be worth consider-
ing how RSs could be made more interactive on their
own; on the other hand, we should be careful to not
complicate the task division between RSs and Widgets
too much.

• P11 (a statistician) wonders to what extent the tool
could be customised. As we built the system modu-
larly, it should be possible for data scientists to write
their own extensions and (partially) move their ana-
lytics workflow to AR. While we focused on support-
ing domain experts, it would be interesting to see what
data analysts could do with this system given access.

• P11 muses that combining two visualisations ("two
brain graphs") could be useful. During our design pro-
cess, we did consider the idea that visualisation Wid-
gets could be piped into meta-visualisations on which
users could perform set operations (i.e., union, differ-
ence, intersect). This idea is still under consideration
for a next study.

• P13 would like to see "color-coded clustering for dis-
ease types." There is currently no data in the sys-
tem that categorises diseases into subgroups, though
this could be a worthwhile expansion in the future.
More generally, disease–disease comparisons could be
a next area of support.

• The current system is built around co-occurrences of
two concepts. P13 wonders if it would be possible to
look for three (or more) concepts co-occurring at once.
It would be interesting to experimentally test this idea
in a next design phase, see what happens, and – most

importantly – come to a better understanding of what
insights can be gained with such a set-up.

• P12 criticised the display of source materials in the
DatAR Web Companion, suggesting that the system
should show "3-5 sentences before and after the sen-
tence in question, to optimally show the context of the
claim."

• On the interaction-side, P8n saw that exact selection
of parameters in the Min-Max Filter Widget was chal-
lenging, and wondered if it would be "possible to zoom
in/select more carefully?"

Finally, we received an additional direction for future re-
search: What the effect of this system would be on RSI (P11).

Appendix H
Reflections on Rigour

The following aspects are the criteria for rigour set out by
Meyer and Dykes (2019). We shortly reflect on each of these.

Informed. In the early stages of our design pro-
cess, we sought clarity on our epistemological position – de-
ciding on a constructivist/constructionist stance (as discussed
in detail in the Methods section). We also started up each
design cycle with a new round of literature review, keeping
up-to-date with the latest developments and digging into new
areas of relevance.

Reflexive. Next to keeping a logbook, at the end
of the project I wrote a final reflection on the project from
a personal standpoint (see Appendix E for an abridged ver-
sion). We also framed our evaluations as a conversation,
opening ourselves up to critical dialogue. Finally, the re-
search group presented a work-in-progress version at the
AIVR 2019 conference (Tanhaei et al., 2019).

Abundant. While our contact with participants in
the current evaluation study was minimal, we tried to faith-
fully portray their voices by using their own words where
possible. We also made the decision to invite a diverse group
of participants to comment on our work, which yielded in-
teresting new perspectives to consider. However, the sample
size of 22 cannot yet be considered sufficient to draw gener-
alisable conclusions.

Plausible. We have been careful to phrase our
conclusions in terms of our own system design and its partic-
ular niche: supporting relation-finding in neuroscientific text
collections using Augmented Reality. We also zoomed out
to discern possible mechanics that might work outside the
scope of our particular niche, drawing on the building blocks
of our representational design. On request, we are also happy
to share archival materials of our design process.

Resonant. While resonance is more in the eye
of the beholder (and therefore hard to judge at this stage),
Meyer and Dykes (2019) do note that transferability could
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be considered a form of resonance. We hope the multidis-
ciplinary voices of our participants brought in ideas for col-
leagues of various neighbouring fields.

Transparent. We have tried to offer a detailed ac-
count of our results, as well as a rich set of appendices. The
contributor’s guide (Appendix B) and materials related to the
video survey (including source files; Appendix F) have been
made publicly accessible. Furthermore, we have tried to con-
vey our process using this reflection on rigour, as well as of-
fering an abridged version of the general process reflection
(Appendix E). Other access can be arranged on request.

Appendix I
Provenance and Embodiment of design requirement.

Table I1 contains an overview of the design requirements,
their origins, and how they have been implemented in the
final system. For context, we also added a visual snapshot
of the interface at various stages in the design process (Fig-
ures I1– I4).

Figure I1
Version 2019.0.0, used during the evaluation of the first de-
sign cycle.

Figure I2
Version 2020.0.0, used during most evaluations of the second
design cycle. This is the first version that connected with the
DatAR web companion.

Figure I3
Version 2020.0.1, used during the final evaluation round of
the second design cycle – included several fixes after initial
feedback.

Figure I4
Version 2020.1.0, used during the evaluation of the third de-
sign cycle, presented in this thesis. Note that a VR virtual
environment was used to mock the AR situation.
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Table I1
Provenance and Embodiment of Design Requirement. We refer to the three design cycles using C1, C2 and C3.

Design
requirement

Provenance Embodiment

Supporting open
and closed
discovery

We identified this design requirement during the initial literature re-
view of C1. Based on user feedback during C2, we added Inspect as
a necessary component in our epistemic design.

In our epistemic design, we embodied this
requirement in the Contextualise task: We
utilised domain semantics to allow users to
initiate discovery of meaningful direct re-
lationships (co-occurrences). More work
is required to extend the system to sup-
port indirect relation-finding and fulfil the
promise of this design requirement fully.

Highlight,
not hide

This requirement had been implicit in our work ever since we imple-
mented the Min-Max Filter and its highlighting behaviour (C1), but
only became explicit during a later literature review (C3). This was
after one of our participants called our non-optimised topic model
visualisation a "trashy Christmas tree" (C2:P7).

The filter behaviour of the Topic Model and
Brain Region Visualisations (which high-
light rather than hide) were based on this
requirement. Until C2, we used colour cod-
ing to distinguish filter states. After C2, we
increased the contrast between highlighted
and non-highlighted RSs by using opacity
(without making any RSs illegible). We
made highlighting behaviour system-wide
when we added the Brain Region Visuali-
sation during C3.

Augment,
not replace

The more we discussed current literature review workflows with
practitioners (C1 and C2) and reflected on our own practices, the
more it became clear that our system would not be able to replace
these without unacceptable compromises. Given Augmented Reality
allowed us to, we decided to design for a blended approach: extend-
ing and supporting existing workflows by our system’s functionality.

After processing the results of C1, we de-
cided to implement the DatAR Web Com-
panion as a bridge between current screen-
based workflows and the relation-finding
capabilities of the DatAR system. In our
third design cycle, we additionally alluded
to a situated analytics feature: extracting
concepts from a printed academic paper in
the users’ view. Given the results of C3,
work is left in integrating with existing dig-
ital tools more tightly (such as reference
managers and search machines).

Making use of
the medium

During C1, we developed a Search Machine Widget that required
the keyboard. We found that keyboard focus in 3D space was tricky.
Both using gaze and hand tracking to set focus had disadvantages.
Moreover, after we had implemented the web companion to satisfy
the above requirement, we found it unergonomic to share a keyboard
between both the AR interface and the regular desktop environment.
We removed the keyboard from the system during C2, during which
we implemented new query widgets that worked on categories rather
than plain text searches. The other aspect of this design requirement,
to build a decentralised interface, was discovered while building the
prototype during C1. Originally, the system’s Widgets were already
connected prior to any user interaction; playing around with the (then
invisible) dataflows allowed more complex constellations of filters
and visualisations, which we found promising.

In our current system, all interactions take
place using a simple grabbing gesture. The
keyboard is dedicated to controlling the
regular desktop environment, optionally in-
cluding the DatAR web companion. All
Widgets process their data locally, can be
placed anywhere, and can be connected
freely – realising the vision of a decen-
tralised interface. An added benefit we
found is that this architecture made it easy
to build new Widgets by combining atomic
building blocks (e.g., Inlets, Outlets, Re-
ceptacles, and RS Manufacturers).
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Appendix J
Design Research: An Overview

The following is a digest on design research. It elaborates
on the frameworks that shaped our our design practices.
Design research distinguishes itself from routine design by
contributing to an (academic) knowledge base. Routine de-
sign generally applies known solutions to known problems,
whereas design researchers choose areas in which the prob-
lem and/or solution are novel (Gregor & Hevner, 2013). De-
sign research can be viewed as a methodological framework,
"a set of approaches with family resemblances" (Bakker,
2018), which means that there are diverse opinions on what
counts as a good design study. Indeed, design research can
be approached from multiple epistemological and ontologi-
cal mindsets, as well as both quantitatively and qualitatively
(Meyer and Dykes, 2019; Hevner et al., 2004).

DatAR exists in the overlap of multiple disciplines,
each of which developed an approach to design research. It
was therefore important to critically assess which design re-
search paradigm we would place our work in. In this ap-
pendix, we cover two perspectives on design research: from
Information Systems and Information Visualisation.

Insights from Information Systems

Information Systems (IS) research is focused on the
use of information technology to aid organisational and busi-
ness purposes (Hevner et al., 2004). While DatAR does
not fit under that label (although the field has been mov-
ing towards broadening its scope to include, e.g., bioinfor-
matics, cf. Nunamaker and Briggs, 2011), the seminal work
by Hevner et al. (2004) still offers helpful guidelines in un-
derstanding and applying design research methods. These
authors argue that knowledge-gathering in IS requires two
"complementary but distinct paradigms" (p. 3): behavioural
science – which attempts to explain or predict phenomena
and aims to generate understanding – and design science –
which attempts to change phenomena and aims to generate
utility. Informed by the environment in which the informa-
tion system is placed and the existing knowledge base, design
artefacts can be built and evaluated in order to offer utility to
the environment as well as add to the knowledge base. This
synergy between relevance (in the environment), rigour (in
touch with the knowledge base) and the design process itself
is crucial for high-quality design research (Hevner, 2007).
An artefact (or, design product) is a broad term that can refer
to (1) a construct that provides vocabulary to discuss matters,
(2) a model that allows for representing a problem domain,
(3) a method that prescribes how to perform something, and
(4) an instantiation which is an implemented (prototype) sys-
tem. According to the authors, each of these artefact types
should be recognised as valid design contributions.

Gregor and Hevner (2013) furthermore argue that
while a well-developed design theory is the optimal type of

contribution to arise from a design study, it is unrealistic to
expect researchers to get to that stage without first devel-
oping situated implementations of artefacts and formulate
nascent design theories. As a particular research area ma-
tures, more descriptive and prescriptive knowledge is added
to the knowledge base. This raises expectations as to what
counts as a contribution. When both solution maturity and
application domain maturity are high, we are talking about
routine design (which is not promising for research). When
we develop new solutions for known problems, we engage in
improvement. Reversely, when known solutions are applied
to a new problem space, we engage in exaptation (a term bor-
rowed from biological evolution that describes a trait being
adapted for a different purpose than its original one). In the
rare case both the problem and the solution are novel, we can
call this genuine invention. Hevner et al. (2004) and Gregor
and Hevner (2013) also offer practice-oriented guidelines on
how to frame, perform and write up design research.

Cater-Steel et al. (2019) analysed 40 Australian
doctoral theses that engaged in IS design research. One trou-
bling finding was that nearly half of these theses failed to dis-
cuss their research philosophy in terms of ontology or episte-
mology, "suggesting a lack of sophistication in the research
process of these students" (p. 1854). More generally, the
language on what design research is exactly (e.g., a paradigm
or methodology) was muddled – even though scholars in the
field have not reached a shared consensus on this either, it
would have been better to explicitly pick one of the schools
of thought. 60% of theses did not develop new theory nor
extended or reexamined current theory. As mentioned al-
ready, Gregor and Hevner (2013) have argued that this is not
a necessity for a useful contribution; Cater-Steel et al. (2019)
muse that this lack may be due to time constraints of PhD
candidates.

Insights from Information Visualisation

A field even more closely aligned with DatAR is
that of Information Visualisation (InfoVis). Design studies
arguably form the backbone of the InfoVis field, which has
yielded many method-focused papers to draw from. Mun-
zner (2009) offers a nested model to consider design and
validation of a particular visualisation strategy. At the top
layer we find the domain problem characterisation. This con-
cerns the high-level domain-specific tasks users perform in
the target domain and the data they use. Without a clear pic-
ture of these two aspects, a designer runs the risk of solving
the wrong problem. The second layer is the operation and
data type abstraction. Operations are understood as low-level
domain-generic tasks (such as comparing and querying); the
data type concerns how to represent the raw data (such as
in a table or graph). A mismatch in this area runs the risk
of showing users the wrong thing for their purpose. The
third layer includes visual encoding and interaction design.
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Without doing this right, the effective communication of the
data is at risk. Finally, the fourth layer is algorithmic: how
well the implementation is optimised. The authors argue that
the nested layers are interdependent; e.g., a perfect visual-
isation is useless if it fails to solve the problem of interest.
Whereas these authors primarily look at the process of de-
sign, Meyer and Dykes (2019) looked at how to safeguard
rigour. Meyer and Dykes (2019) position themselves as inter-
pretivist and look at criteria a work can be judged by after the

design process has completed and has been written up. The
authors expect a good design study to be: (1) informed by
already existing knowledge, (2) reflexive of the researchers’
own role in the study, (3) abundant in having considered and
tried many possibilities, and using thick description to con-
vey information, (4) plausible in making knowledge claims
that are evidence-based, context-aware and persuasive, (5)
resonant by being transferable and evocative, and (6) trans-
parent in being particular enough about reporting.
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